Right Tools for the Job: Information Literacy Gcom411

Using the library online resources only. (No Google allowed)

Answer the following questions on a separate word document and on completion email to amanda.russell@plymouth.ac.uk

1. Using the topic you have been assigned, by Vicki Squires, **Compare** the results of your search on Hospitality and Tourism Index with that of Project Muse – which in your opinion, brings back the best background information on your topic?

   a. The Berlin Wall, Germany  
   b. Greenham Common, Berkshire  
   c. Tiananmen Square, Beijing  
   d. National Mall, Washington  
   e. European Union Parliament building, Strasbourg  
   f. Notting Hill Carnival, London

2. Using **Design and applied Arts Index**:- how is the ‘keep Britain Tidy’ campaign ‘love where you live’ logo described.

3. Using **Art Full Text**:- What is the title of the publication and the year it was published for the article ‘All type is not created equal’

4. Using Art Full Text :- How would you access the article ‘Type Speaks’ by Denise Bosler

5. Using Art Full Text :- What is being suggested the Olympics should be considering in Creative Review Jan 2006, Vol 26, Issue 1 pg 44.

6. Who is the Author of the above article?

7. Using JSTOR:- Again using the topic you have been assigned – find the correct article on indicated (Hint none of them are a review) where it would appear in a list of search results and write it
as though adding it to a bibliography.

a. The Berlin Wall, Germany – 4\textsuperscript{th} in the list of the results.
b. Greenham Common, Berkshire – 2\textsuperscript{nd} in the list of the results
c. Tiananmen Square, Beijing – 9\textsuperscript{th} in the list of the results
d. National Mall, Washington – 8\textsuperscript{th} in the list of the results
e. European Union Parliament building, Strasbourg – 2\textsuperscript{nd} in the list of the results.
f. Notting Hill Carnival, London 4\textsuperscript{th} in the list of the results.